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Dear Prospective Astronaut,
Sphero is excited to welcome your team to the first ever Sphero
Robotics Mission! As your team embarks on this mission we hope
that you will discover and learn more about the Apollo 11 mission
that happened almost 50 years ago! Although the events in the
Sphero Robotics Mission are not exactly true to actual events that
occurred in the Apollo 11 lunar traverse, we have taken careful
consideration in making sure the facts presented and questions
that will be asked are accurate and true. This mission is very
important and we hope that you will put in a great amount of
effort into completing the mission just like the Apollo 11 crew did.
The purpose of the Sphero Robotics Mission is to navigate your
BOLT on the lunar surface and complete the challenges given to you
in this mission packet. Your team must efficiently and correctly
execute as many of the challenges as possible. After your team has
done this, you must organize and collect your results per the
submission guidelines for your Mission Manager to submit. Failure
to complete the mission fully will result in a lower score. The
amount of effort put into this mission will show in your teams code,
design, mission report and written exam. Although some sections
of this mission are worth more points than others, they are all
equally important and should be treated as such. We wish you luck
on your mission and look forward to meeting the winning teams in
Houston!

Sincerely,
Sphero

MISSION MANAGER RULES
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MISSION MANAGER RULES
As the Mission Manager for your team, you serve a very important role. Not only will you be
in charge of organizing your team, but you will also be tasked with submitting their work
when they have completed the mission. You will be in charge of following and enforcing the
rules below, so read them carfully and fully.

The Mission Manager will NOT assist with creating any of the deliverables for this mission.
This mission is designed for the team members only. If your team finds that they are stuck
on a certain part of this mission, you may provide them with resources to solve their
problem.

Before your team starts the mission, it is your job to read the entire mission packet,
including the grading rubrics found online. If something is unclear or needs more clarification,
reach out to us at srm@sphero.com. After reading the entire mission packet, gather your
team and go over it with them so they clearly understand all of the rules.

Have your team members pick from the titles on the first page of the mission report
template. This is a good start to splitting up the workload and it is also a requirement for the
mission report. If you have fewer than 5 members on your team, be sure to fill in all of the
roles -- this means that someone might have more than one role. It is up to your team to
come up with their own job descriptions for these roles so that each member contributes to
the mission.

Lastly, you must understand that if any of these rules are broken your team will be
disqualified.

INSTRUCTIONS
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SET-UP
EQUIPMENT

TERMINOLOGY

1) 2 BOLTS

LM: Lunar Module

2) 2 devices with the Sphero Edu app

BOLT 1: Neil Armstrong

3) Lunar Map (provided)

BOLT 2: Buzz Aldrin

4) Tape

SE: Southeast = 135°

5) Protractor found in your BOLT box

[row,column]: This is how grid coordinates will
be given for the challenges

SET-UP
Step 1: Unfold map and set on smooth flat surface. Try to avoid carpet, if possible.
Step 2: Tape the map down so that the corners do not pop up; try to smooth out any creases.
Step 3: Build the LM and its components. See LM template instructions for assembly.
Step 4: Center your LM on grid coordinate [5,5] so that it fits within the given outline on the map.
Using your protractor orient the ramp arrow SE. North is 0° pointed at the top of the map. The
top of the map is opposite of the Sphero logo. The tape used to secure the module can exceed
the designated boundaries but your LM must stay within the boundaries.
Step 5: Place BOLT 2 on grid coordinate [4,7].
Step 6: Place BOLT 1 in the LM so that it is touching the back wall of the LM.
Step 7: Before running your program, all creative objects must be taped to the map. See the creative
grading rubric for those items. There are no other guidelines for how you make these objects,
other than they must stay within the designated squares on the map. See challenges for
placement.
Step 8: Run code (DO NOT TOUCH anything while the code is running).

CHALLENGE RULES
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CHALLENGE RULES
Before you start the challenges on the following page, read the challenge rules entirely! The
following 12 challenges are going to test your team’s coding skills and creativity. The challenges will
start with Buzz Aldrin and Neil Armstrong on the lunar surface of the Moon. Your mission is to code
Neil through the challenges and across the lunar surface in order to complete all of the tasks
assigned in the mission. Please follow the rules carefully or you may be disqualified if you don’t.

Sphero has provided two programs on the Sphero Edu app that you must use in order to complete
the challenges. These two programs can be found in the “programs” tab in the Edu app and are the
first two programs at the top of the page titled “Neil Armstrong” and “Buzz Aldrin”. The program
titled Neil Armstrong is the one you will be doing all of your coding in. This code is commented for
guidence and includes some necessary information, so be sure to open and read all of the
comments. The program titled Buzz Aldrin is one you will be running simultaneosly with your Neil
Armstrong code but you will NOT change anything in the Buzz Aldrin program. Your team will not
need to create any other programs. When you open the Neil Armstrong program you will see that
we have already set-up functions for each challenge. Your team will simply complete each challenge
in the designated function and click “start” when you are done in order to run your code.

If you look on the code grading rubric, available online, you will see that there are 10 points
available if you are able to make your program run consequtively without touching your BOLT. If
your team is unable to do this, you may move the BOLT to a desired location at the beginning of a
challenge but you will get docked 1 point everytime you have to move the BOLT.

When you go to run your code make sure you start both the Buzz Aldrin and Neil Armstrong code at
the same time. You will need two devices for this. The Buzz Aldrin code will need to run the entire
time that the Neil Armstrong code is running.

CHALLENGE RULES
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1) Your BOLTs are not allowed to touch any of the objects on the map. This includes the other BOLT,
LM, or any other objects you are instructed to create on the map.
2) Your BOLTs are not allowed to roll out of the map boundary lines or over any of the craters.
3) You are not allowed to touch your BOLT or move it my means of an external object while your
final code is running, unless your team has decided that they will incur the penalties associated
with this action. See the code grading rubric for these penalties.
4) If you do not complete a challenge, you will receive 0 points for that challenge.
5) There is an extra credit opportunity that you will find commented in the Neil Armstrong code.
Create and implement this bonus completely for 5 points of extra credit. There will be no partial
credit for this bonus.
6) You are allowed to add more matrix animations than asked for. However, we require that you
have the ones that we ask for. Get creative, and impress us with your imagination and coding skills!
7) At the end of your code you must have Neil speak the time elapsed.

CHALLENGES
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CHALLENGES
* = This Challenge corresponds to the same number for a question on the written exam.

CHALLENGE

001

Roll Neil out of the LM via the ramp and have his first step on the moon land in the
[2x2] square centered at grid coordinates [7,7].

CHALLENGE

002

Proceed to have Neil look around completing a 360° turn, while remaining in the
same position, and then speak his famous quote.*

CHALLENGE

003

Have Neil roll around the LM in order to inspect it for any damages and then return
to the original location in the [2x2] square centered at grid coordinate [7,7].

CHALLENGE

004

Go talk to Buzz Aldrin and tell him what you are going to do next. Land within a
distance of two squares away from Buzz.*

CHALLENGE

005

Neil needs to go put the American flag into the lunar surface. Roll into the [2x2]
square centered at [2,3] and place the flag. Your flag will already be on the lunar
map, this challenge is to simulate this action.

CHALLENGE

006

Put an image of the American flag on the BOLT’s matrix to show that Neil has planted
the flag.

CHALLENGE

007

Neil now has to go collect lunar samples to bring back to Earth. Roll Neil to the edge of
Little West crater. Have Neil land in the [2x2] square centered at grid coordinate [5,13].

CHALLENGES
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CHALLENGE

008

Have Neil spin 360°, while remaining in the same location, and put an image of your
choosing on the matrix.

CHALLENGE

009

Using the equation from question 9 of the written exam implement Neil’s new top
speed using new variables and operators. Neil must not exceed this top speed for
the rest of the challenge.*

CHALLENGE

010

Have Neil return the samples to Buzz, landing in the [2x2] square centered at grid
coordinate [4,9] and collect the LRR. You do not need to have the BOLT physically
drag the LRR, it will already be placed on the map prior to running your code just
like the American flag.

CHALLENGE

011

Roll to the LRR site. Land in the [2x2] square located at grid coordinate [10,6]. Add
another matrix animation of your choosing to Neil here.

CHALLENGE

012

Go back to Buzz and answer his questions. Some of the questions Buzz will ask you
must be used to answer questions on the written exam.*

WRITTEN EXAM
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WRITTEN EXAM
001

How many astronauts were on the Apollo 11 Mission?
What were their names and what were their titles?
Who was the first person on the Moon?

002

What did Neil Armstrong say when he first stepped on the Moon?

003

Including landing gear, how big was the LM (round to the nearest whole number)?
H [m] x W [m] x D [m]

004

Which item was brought from Earth and planted on the Moon’s surface?

005

How tall was the flag in meters?

006

Why does the flag not wave on the Moon?

007

If Neil collects 11 samples of rock and each sample weighs 2 [kg], how much rock did Neil collect?

008

How old [in billions of years] were the samples collected on the Moon?

WRITTEN EXAM
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009

With the weight of the samples gathered from question 7, Neil’s new top speed will be the 15 plus
the square root of half of the weight of the samples in pounds. Round the weight of the collected
samples in pounds to the nearest whole number for this calculation. What is Neil’s new top speed?

010

One of the scientific instruments placed on the Moon was an LRR. What does LRR stand for?

011

What does an LRR do?

012

A: Convert the weight of samples that Buzz gives you in [kg] to [lbs]. What is that number?
B: What would the luminosity value be in a fully dark room?
C: Using the value of the duration of delay due to reflection given by Buzz, use the equation
below to calculate the distance from the center of the Earth to the center of the Moon.
distance [km] = c * duration of delay due to reflection [s]
2
c =299,792 [km/s]
D: By what factor does the gravitational acceleration of an object found on Earth decrease if it is
found on the surface of the Moon?
E: How long were Buzz and Neil on the surface of the Moon outside of the lunar module?

MISSION REPORT
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(Create your own mission badge in
place of the Sphero Robotics Mission logo)

MISSION REPORT
PREPARED BY
(Insert team name here)
COMMANDER: (Insert first name here)
COMMAND MODULE PILOT: (Insert first name here)
LUNAR MODULE PILOT: (Insert first name here)
CREATIVE DIRECTOR: (Insert first name here)
RESEARCH SCIENTIST: (Insert first name here)

APPROVED BY
MISSON MANAGER: (MISSION MANAGER NAME HERE)

MISSION REPORT
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TABLE OF CONTENTS
Insert table of contents here.

INTRODUCTION
For this introduction your team will need to do some research. Research and learn more about the actual
Apollo 11 mission and provide a one paragraph summary introducing the Apollo 11 mission. Include a brief
history and overview of the mission and the primary objectives of the mission.

TIMELINE
Here you will provide a timeline of events that occurred in the Sphero Robotics Mission, not the actual
Apollo 11 mission. You must provide a quick description, in your own words, of each challenge and also
provide the start and end grid coordinates for that challenge. This timeline will be of your final filmed code.
If the start or end location of your BOLT is in between grid coordinates, pick the closest one. Also include
an image of the path your BOLT traveled for this mission. You may take a screenshot after your code is
done running of the “Location” plot under Live Sensor Data found on the device running your code or you
may take a picture with another device of this plot.
CHALLENGE #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

DESCRIPTION

START AND END GRID COORDINATES

MISSION REPORT
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SET-UP
Insert a picture of your set-up. This picture will contain only the map with the following objects: the two
BOLTs, the Lunar Module, the American flag, the LRR. If this photo does not clearly display the objects you
have built, feel free to add additional images. Take care to not include any team members in these photos,
this will lead to automatic disqualification. Place the objects on a table and then take pictures of them if
this step is necessary.

CONCLUSION
Research the actual Apollo 11 mission and summarize the results of the mission in a paragraph. What are
some interesting facts that your team learned about the Apollo 11 moon landing that you did not know
before starting this project? Include each team members contribution and a short description of their job
title.

SUBMISSIONS
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SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
All submissions will be made on the Sphero Robotics Mission website. In the upper left-hand corner of the
website you will see a button that says “submit mission”. Click this button and follow the steps in the
Google form to submit your team’s deliverables. Only the Mission Manager will be allowed to submit the
team’s results and they must all be submitted at the same time. Upon submission of your results, the
Mission Manager will receive a follow-up email regarding the following events that will take place.

CODE
When your code is complete, save it as a .lab file and upload it to the correct field in the Google form. To
download a .lab file, start on the page that shows your code, click the back arrow in the upper left-hand
corner, then click the 3 dots in the upper right-hand corner and proceed to click the “download” button.
Please save your file with the following naming convention “team_name.lab”. Use underscores between
spaces in your team name if it is more than one word. Do not use capital letters. See steps below.

SUBMISSIONS
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VIDEO
Please submit a video of your program running from start to finish. In this video, you must abide by the
challenge rules and refrain from interrupting the code in any way. This video cannot contain any team
members or the Mission Manager. In this video we should not hear anybody speaking other than your
BOLTs. This video is strictly of your two BOLTs executing your code.
If your code cannot run consecutively and you find that your team must readjust the BOLT’s location
before running a certain challenge, pause the video, readjust the BOLT and then resume filming. If you
have multiple videos, please combine them into one before submitting. Refer to the code grading rubric to
see the penalties for moving your BOLT.

MISSION REPORT
The mission report should be submitted as a .pdf to the correct field in the Google form. This file should be
no longer than 5 pages. In section 007 of this packet you will find a template for this mission report. Your
team may use this template as a guide but you will need to create your own. You are allowed to type or
hand write your report. If you choose to hand write your report, be sure your work is clear and legible.
Make sure to include all the requirements in the template and grading rubric.

WRITTEN EXAM
The written exam will also be submitted through the Google form on the submissions page.
The mission manager is responsible for collecting and submitting all of these deliverables. The Mission
Manager should in no way alter the work that the team has produced. Once you have entered all of the
information in the proper location, click “submit” and you will see an immediate confirmation that your
results have been submitted.

